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Abstract—Cloud Computing is an approach that provides
computation and storage services on-demand to clients over the
network, independent of device and location. In the last few years,
cloud computing became a trend in information technology with
many companies that transfer their business processes and
applications in the cloud. Cloud computing with service oriented
architecture has contributed to rapid development of Geographic
Information Systems. Open Geospatial Consortium with its standards
provides the interfaces for hosted spatial data and GIS functionality
to integrated GIS applications. Furthermore, with the enormous
processing power, clouds provide efficient environment for data
intensive applications that can be performed efficiently, with higher
precision, and greater reliability. This paper presents our work on the
geospatial data services within the cloud computing environment and
its technology. A cloud computing environment with the strengths
and weaknesses of the geographic information system will be
introduced. The OGC standards that solve our application
interoperability are highlighted. Finally, we outline our system
architecture with utilities for requesting and invoking our developed
data intensive applications as a web service.

Keywords—Cloud Computing, Geographic Information System,
Open Geospatial Consortium, Interoperability, Spatial data, WebServices.
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I. INTRODUCTION

LOUD computing became a trend in the information
technology (IT) in the last few years. With the promise to
do more with less, the cloud computing is a valid option to
conventional computing [1]. Therefore, many companies have
already moved their business to the cloud, and the number is
increasing. Not only companies, research and governmental
organizations as well have recognized the great opportunity of
cloud computing. With the Pay-Per-Use service mode,
companies and organizations can access shared IT resources
trough internet. In this way, the physical infrastructure is
rented and paid only when it is used. This dramatically
reduces the upfront investments, as there is no need to invest
in expensive physical resources nor employ system
administrators. The users get on-demand access to high
performance, dynamical scalable, inexpensive, rapidly elastic
IT resources. Many cloud platforms are already offering their
services in internet-accessible data centers owned by Amazon,
Google, Microsoft, IBM and others.
With on-going advances in technology for obtaining spatial
data, Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are becoming
increasingly widespread [2]. Huge quantities of spatial data
and data obtained by remote sensing are gaining in size and
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complexity. This data has contributed to rapid development of
Geographic Information Systems into a complex distributed
computer system with several problems [3]. Such modern GIS
can benefit from the service oriented architecture of cloud
computing. With the enormous processing power and storage
capacity that the clouds provide, spatial calculations on huge
amount of GIS data can be performed efficiently, with higher
precision, and greater reliability. Furthermore, data acquired
from different providers may cause interoperability conflicts
because of the incompatible assumptions. Because of this,
Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) standards are used to
provide the hosted spatial data and GIS functionality to
integrated GIS applications. In this way, the combination of
cloud computing and modern GIS leads to deliver better GIS
services faster, more reliably, and at a lower cost than with
traditional data center models. Improved technology provides
increased efficiencies, cost reductions, and faster processes
that can overcome challenges and take advantage of
opportunities in GIS. Also it has an important application
prospect in the GIS tools development and application for
cloud computing.
In this paper we present our work on geospatial data
services within the cloud computing environment and its
technology. First, a cloud computing environment with the
strengths and weaknesses regarding GIS is introduced in
Section 2. In Section 3, we highlight the OGC standards that
guarantee interoperability of GIS applications. And finally, we
outline our system architecture with utilities for requesting and
invoking our developed data intensive applications as a WEB
service in Section 4. The paper is concluded in Section 5.
II. CLOUD COMPUTING
Cloud computing is an information technology where
hardware and software resources are provided as services over
a network independent of device and location [4], [5]. The
idea of cloud computing is new, but the concept behind is not.
It is a combination of several different computing technologies
such as grid computing [6], distributed computing [7],
autonomic computing [8], and ubiquitous computing [9]. It
also uses the advantages of virtualization, utility computing
and service oriented architecture (SOA). With all of these
technologies, clouds offer numerous IT services ranging from
storage to software applications anytime, anywhere, and with
any device.
One of the main concepts of cloud computing is
virtualization. Virtualization enables a server to act as multiple
virtual machines (VM) in order to better utilize limited and
costly hardware resources. Virtual machines behave like
independent systems, but unlike a physical system, VM can be
configured on demand, maintained and replicated in real time.
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That give clouds the ability to dynamically redistribute
computer resources to supply users with the amount of
computing power they require. This happens fully
automatically without any changes to the physical
infrastructure of data centers.
In order to utilize resources more effectively, traditional
computing is transformed into a model consisting of services
that are commoditized and delivered in a manner similar to
traditional utilities such as water, electricity and gas. With
such resource utilizing of cloud computing, users access IT
services based on their requirements without concern to where
the services are hosted or how they are delivered and the cost
reflects the amount of resources allocated and consumed.
In the cloud computing environment, the services provide
the core functionality. Through the service oriented
architecture, the underlying platform is abstracted without
revealing the cloud architecture to the users. Thus cloud users
have no need for expertise in cloud technology for accessing
cloud services. In that way, users consume all the cloud
capacity over well-defined user interfaces (UI). According to
the offered services as seen in Fig. 1, cloud computing is
divided into three basic layers: Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a Service
(SaaS). Each layer offers a different level of user flexibility
and control.
Infrastructure as a Service is a provisioning model where IT
infrastructure based on physical resources such as the capacity
of processing, storage and network is delivered as a service.
IaaS allows whatever applications to be run on clouds
provider’s hardware. In that way, users can migrate or set up
their own system that is hosted and managed in datacenters.
The objective of IaaS is to provide an appropriate runtime
environment to exploit the physical resources at best. An
example of IaaS is the Amazon Elastic Cloud.

Platform as a Service provides an environment for
developing and deploying of cloud applications. Cloud
developers are supported with a programing language
environment and a set of tools that makes the designing of
custom applications much easier, faster, and more manageable
at lower cost. In that way, PaaS eliminates the cost and
complexity of buying and managing the underlying hardware
and software. The most known PaaS are Microsoft Azure and
Google App Engine.
Software as a Service delivers end-user applications as web
services that run on the cloud infrastructure. SaaS allows users
to run existing online applications accessed over thin client
interfaces such as browsers. SaaS eliminates the need to install
and run the applications on a personal computer (PC) as well
as the maintaining the applications, and so reduces the costs.
The best examples of SaaS are Salesforce, Facebook and
Google Apps like Gmail, Google Docs, Google Maps, etc.
In terms of deployment, cloud platforms can be divided into
three categories: public cloud, private cloud and hybrid cloud.
Public clouds provide IT services to everyone in the public
who needs computational resources. The owner of a public
cloud is the service provider who maintains and sells the
services to customers. On the other hand, private clouds
provide IT services to group of people like an organization.
The organization is the owner and it maintains the whole
cloud infrastructure. The hybrid cloud is a combination of
both public and private clouds. The hybrid cloud consists of a
private cloud that contains external cloud services available to
the public.
The concept of cloud computing embraces the idea of green
computing, since data centers can be located in areas that have
access to cheap electricity while their IT resources can be
accessed over the internet [10], [11]. But cloud computing also
has issues, such as limited bandwidth and presenting a
problem with large amounts of data. However, the major
concern with the use of cloud computing is still security [12].

Fig. 1 Cloud Computing
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The services are availabble outside and
a
inside a cloud
P) and
thhrough Simpple Object Access Prottocol (SOAP
Representationaal State Transsfer (REST) innterfaces [13].. SOAP
c
n protocol baased on
is a platform independent communicatio
X
XML
and is coommonly useed in the impplementation of
o Web
Seervices [14]. REST
R
is a clieent-server arch
hitecture builtt for the
traansfer of reppresentations of resources. A resource can be
esssentially any coherent andd meaningful concept that may be
adddressed [14].
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III. GEOGRAPHIC
C INFORMATIO
ON SYSTEM
GIS is wideely known for
f the abilityy to capture, store,
manipulate, anaalyze and reprresent all kindds of geographhic data
m
annd its attributtes, so calledd geospatial data.
d
These abilities
a
heelped to devellop a numberr of GIS with specialized function
f
foor specific datta. Because off the enormouus diversity off spatial
daata and the specific operatioons in GIS, th
he data dissem
mination
beetween differeent GIS is diffficult to be achieved.
a
In thhe field
off GIS, Open Geospatial Consortium is dealing with
w
the
innteroperabilityy problem.
OGC is an innternational coonsortium thaat develops staandards
annd specificatiions to solvve interoperabbility problem
ms for
geeospatial conttent on the Web,
W
wirelesss and location
n-based
seervices (LBS))[15]. These standards alllow complex spatial
innformation andd services acccessible and useful
u
with alll kinds
off applications.. OGC is deveeloping a num
mber of specifiications
annd standards such
s
as Geogrraphic Markuup Language (GML),
(
W Map Servvice (WMS), W
Web
Web Feature Service
S
(WFS
S), Web
Coverage Serviice (WCS) annd others. Eacch service suppports a
ceertain GIS opperation that allows appliccation develoopers to
inntegrate highh-quality mapps, driving directions, distance
d
caalculations, annd proximity searches.
s
GML is XM
ML grammarr defined forr the transpoort and
storage of geoggraphical infoormation [16]. GML servees as an
for geographical features on the
oppen exchangiing format fo
innternet. The keey advantage of GML is thhe ability to inntegrate
alll forms of geoographical infformation.
WMS is an international standard thaat produces maps
m
of
geeographic innformation [117]. Generally, WMS produce
p
geeoreferenced spatial data iin pictorial foormat such ass PNG,
G
GIF,
JPG or occcasionally ass a vector bassed graphic element.
Eaach map servver implementts WMS as a common inteeraction
prrotocol that specifies thhree operatioons: getCapabilities,
geetMap and geetFeatureInfo. First operattion, getCapabilities,
prrovides servicce-level metaadata, specifyying its capaabilities.
Thhe second operation, getM
tMap, specifiies an interfaace for
im
mage map reqquesting, andd the operatioon getFeatureeInfo is
opptional and prrovides inform
mation about features show
wn on a
m
map.
GC standard tthat specifiess the behavioor of a
WFS is OG
seervice that prrovides accesss to geograpphical featurees in a
m
manner
indepeendent of thhe platform [18]. WFS returns
reequested geoggraphic objectts and vector data that cannnot be
diisplayed on a map. Returnned data are typically
t
in GML
G
or
soome other vector formats like ESRI shhape files [199]. The
W standard defines eleven operations that are descrribed in
WFS
[118].
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All mentioned OGC staandards are accessible thhrough
Unniform Resourrce Locator (U
URL). With the
t full URL path
p
to
thee services thhey are usabble immediattely after theey are
depployed. Throuugh the standdardized metho
ods, parameteers and
prooperties, the service functiionalities are easily exposeed and
fasst accessiblee through ddifferent plaatforms. Witth the
development off OGC standaards, GIS serrvices becamee more
useeful to the genneral public.
In cloud co
omputing, W
WEB services provide thee core
funnctionality, which makees GIS serrvices perfecct for
inttegration intoo the cloud eenvironment. In that way, cloud
computing conccepts improve the functionaality and solvee some
p
likee weak compuuting power off largetraaditional GIS problems
scaale spatial daata, difficulties to get onn-demand reso
ources,
exppensive profeessional softw
ware, availabiliity and reachaable of
geospatial dataa and services to the public
p
anytim
me and
w obtain dynnamical
annywhere. By appplying cloudd technology we
scaalable geograpphic informatiion platform with
w spatial daata and
spaatial applications delivered as services.
I
IV.
CLOUD ASSISTED SERV
VICES
Cloud Assisted Services (CLASS) is
i the projecct that
inccludes the devvelopment of cloud computting as its suppported
serrvices. In thee project, we designed thee cloud archiitecture
wiith PaaS enviironment for location infoormation and search
daata. We also integrated some servicees for spatiaal data
proocessing.
A. Infrastructture
The CLASS architecture cconsists of th
hree data centters on
diffferent locatioons across Sloovenia as seeen in Fig. 2. In that
waay, we ensure access to ourr services at any
a time, even
n in the
event of failure in one of the ddata centers.

Fig. 2 CLAS
SS infrastructurre

Each data ceenter contains 10 HP DL360 G6 serverrs with
folllowing speciffications:
• Intell® Xeon® Prrocessor E554
40 (2.53 GHzz, 8MB
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L3 Cache,
C
80W, D
DDR3-1066, HT, Turbo 1/1/2/2),
32 GB
G DDR3 106
66Mhz and 2 servers with 146
1 GB
DDR
R3 1066Mhz of memory,
• 4 TB
B of storage on
o Nexenta systems.
To realize the projecct objectivess, a hybrid
d IaaS
nfrastructure was
w establisheed, in form off various IaaS on one
in
ph
hysical infrasttructure. Thus, we installed three IaaS clo
ouds:
• OpeenStack,
• VM
Mware vCloud Director, and
d
• Miccrosoft Privatee Cloud.
Each IaaS consists
c
of multiple
m
nodees. These nod
des are
diivided into tw
wo types: one head node an
nd a large num
mber of
w
working
nodes. The head noode executes job
j schedulin
ng (load
baalancing) to working nodes, which ex
xecute all fun
nctional
seervices, like map
m displayiing, data prep
paration and spatial
caalculations. The
T CLASS architecture
a
is designed to
o work
w petabytes of data.
with
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•

B. Implementtation
We developeed our test appplication for location inforrmation
an
nd spatial seaarch with OpeenLayers v2.6
6 [20], [21]. For
F the
in
ntensive spatiaal calculationss, the Geoserv
ver v2.1.3 [20
0], [22]
an
nd PostGIS [2
20], [23] dataabase for storring spatial data
d
are
ussed. Spatial data, map displaying
d
an
nd other fun
nctional
seervices are diistributed on computing nodes. All dev
veloped
seervices are part of a PaaaS environmeent that is av
vailable
th
hrough the CL
LASS architectture.
With the usee of WMS annd WFS serviices from Geeoserver
w can calculaate directions, find optimaal paths and process
we
p
lo
ocation servicees. The WFS
S service is used
u
to display
y paths
an
nd locations on a map. Fig. 3 shows the interface
i
for location
l
in
nformation and
d spatial searcch services.

speecific point on
o the terrainn as seen in Fig. 4. The terrain
height is derived
d from DTM (Digital Terraain Model) wh
hile the
[
as a Javaa applet
vissualization is implemented in OpenGL [24]
[25
5].

Fig. 4 Terrainn visibility servvice

We also inteegrated servicces for proceessing, visuallization
an
nd compressing of voxel data. The servicce is implemen
nted in
Jav
va applet [25]] as seen in F
Fig. 5 and is detailed
d
explaiined in
[26
6].

Fig. 3 Location informattion and spatial search servicess

Terrain visib
bility service displays
d
visibiility areas thatt can be
co
ontrolled if a sensor
s
(camerra, transmitterss, etc.) is placced on a
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Fiig. 5 Voxel dataa visualization service
s
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V. CONCLUSION
We are living in an increasingly information rich society.
GIS and spatial data related to urban regions will increasingly
need to represent these complex environments over the
internet. Cloud computing has dominant effect on GIS and is
most likely the crucial candidate for advantages of Cloud
Computing. In this paper, the PaaS layer for location
information and spatial search in the CLASS project is
presented. We provide implementation and deployment of
geospatial applications based on OGC geospatial web services
in the cloud environment. The provided PaaS layer solves key
problems of geographic information services.
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